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“Oh God, that one might read the Book of Fate
And see the REVOLUTION of the times
Make mountains level, and the Continent
Weary of solid firmness melt itself
Into the sea. And other times to see
The beachy girdle of the Ocean
Too wide for Neptune’s hips.”
Shakespeare, Henry IV

The Book of Fate is now open for everyone to read it. It is not as
glamorous as the stories of esoteric flavour that have invaded the
readers’ minds over the past 20 years, all claiming to “reveal” the
ultimate mysteries of human existence on Planet Earth.
And because THE NAKED TRUTH is so plain and simple, no one is
paying any attention to it. Instead, the vast majority of humans focus on
the unessential, the trivial, the superfluous elements that still serve to
adulterate, distort and disguise BARE REALITY. As Hermetic wisdom
proclaims it (“Milk for babes, meat for strong men.”), TRUTH is
extremely hard to digest. Most people will shun away in horror if
confronted with THE FUNDAMENTALS of their limited and
transitory existence on Earth. And yet, THE TIME HAS COME FOR
THE TRUTH TO BE SAID.
Let’s face it: American “democracy” such as it was planned by the
Founding Fathers 240 years ago is now extinct. Its first Full Cycle (24 x
10 years ) of existence has ended. Its legacy is an oligarchic compound
that seeks to perpetuate itself over the Cycle that is just beginning, in
sharp contrast with the ideals of freedom, justice and respect of basic
human rights that have defined the Nation. Everybody can witness
unprecedented law-breaking that goes on unchecked, generalised abuse
of power, defiance of the rule of law, blatant corruption and shameless
mass-manipulation that strives to achieve an IMPOSSIBLE slow-down
of what is inevitable CHANGE of HIGHEST MAGNITUDE.
On the other hand, China and Russia, the other two super-powers, are
clearly autocratic regimes that honestly show their “ugly”face without
pretending to be models of “democracy”.
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The European Union is currently the most democratic structure on the
planet, as it affords basic protection to all its citizens. it is the synthesis
of the Old World-New World confrontation and, so far, it has managed
to BARELY SURVIVE the challenges fabricated by its competitors.
However, this survival is also coming to an end and will collapse under
the pressure of massive immigration, war and endemic degeneration of
the values and morals of its population, that is shared by the “global”
compound.
It is thus clear that the immediate future of Mankind is not democracy
but, essentially, MONARCHIC RULE, unaccompanied by royal pomp
and paraphernalia, but endowed with LEGITIMACY from Above such
as few monarchic regimes nowadays (including Britain, Spain, and
Denmark) possess.
At the core of LEGITIMATE monarchic regimes stands not the lone
“Dictator” we see in Russia or the Vatican, but The Royal Pair (King
and Queen) who perpetuate the dynasty and ensure balance by their
man-woman union. The alternative for America is not whether there
will be a King or a Queen at the beginning of its Monarchic Cycle of 240
years, but rather WHO is the LEGITIMATE Monarch to start with.
GENDER DYNAMICS, as we shall show, are of paramount
importance in defining the future not only of the American Nation, but
of Mankind as a whole, and severe gender imbalance as has emerged
from the degraded sexual content exposed in recent days to try to sway
the result in favour of the NOW ILLEGITIMATE Bill Clinton (one
cannot succeed to oneself) only serves to emphasize this sore
predicament.
The last 24 years of American history have epitomised the First 240-year
Cycle of the Nation. They consisted of three double (8-year) presidential
terms disposed as follows:
1992-2000
Bill Clinton
Hillary Clinton

2000-2008
George W. Bush
Laura Bush

2008-2016
Barack Obama
Michelle Obama

In terms of gender dynamics, one notices a PROMINENT
IMBALANCE in both the Clinton and Obama couples, by stark contrast
with the gender BALANCE in the Bush couple. If IMBALANCE,
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synonymous with INSTABILITY is represented by 8 (Mercury and
quicksilver), BALANCE is represented by II. Then the last 24-year
sequence of America’s First 240-year Cycle that took place under the
rulership of The STARS Sphere (GOD’S WILL TO BE) of the Cosmic
Tree of Life (from where the Stars on the U.S. Flag originate) is to be
rendered as:

8 II 8
The re-election of Hillary and Bill Clinton as Presidential Couple
would inaugurate the New 240-year Cycle of American History which
is under the rulership of The URANUS Sphere (GOD’S WILL TO
LOVE) of the Cosmic Tree of Life with the following sequence:

II 88
88 (72+16) represents the Uranian Force of PERSISTENCE which
URANUS broadcasts to the Earth via the MOON Sphere, while II
represents the Uranian Force of MASTERY which URANUS
broadcasts to JUPITER generating HARMONY (Force 25).
A World of Difference lies between the two. PERSISTENCE exercised
from the wrong end (i.e. from the END of the 240-year Cycle not the
Beginning, and from Below rather than from Above) equates
DESTRUCTION. Tarot Trump No. 16 – THE TOWER OF BABEL
defines the futile effort of those who persist in building the House of the
Lord and reach Heaven from Below instead of from Above.
Together, the Obamas and the Clintons are seeking to reproduce the
End-of-Cycle Clinton-Bush-Obama scheme at the beginning of the new
Cycle so as to “skip” the II sequence (represented in this case by the
Trump couple). They are trying to enthrone, as the First American
Monarch, Bill Clinton who WAS LEGITIMATE back in 1992 (in fact
he is only a couple of months younger than Donald Trump so he shares
the latter’s strong connection with American History as shown by the
synastry of their Birth Charts and the America’s Independence Day
Birth Chart) but is ILLEGITIMATE in 2017.
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Bringing Bill Clinton from the past into the future is as much of an
impossibility as reviving the dead. AND THAT IS BECAUSE, AS
WE STATED ABOVE, THE CLINTON COUPLE CANNOT BE
ITS OWN SUCCESSOR IN TIME.
The unprecedented involvement of the current presidential (Obama)
couple in the election race and the juxtaposition of strong Michelle
Obama to complement and boost weak Hillary Clinton are symptomatic
of the transfer of power that the two couples have sought to effect in a
vain attempt to achieve BALANCE and dupe the American electorate
into “swallowing” an artificially-concocted result.
The PAST cannot be erased neither can it be miraculously projected into
the FUTURE. Regardless of how many billions were spent in
Hollywood and elsewhere to accredit the fallacy of “time travel”, the
latter continues to be a SHEER IMPOSSIBILITY. No magic can
tranform Hillary Clinton from the frail, vulnerable and humiliated
Former First Lady that she was in the past into a strong future
world leader. Just as Michelle Obama was the woman who has de
facto ruled America over the past 8 years with the disastrous result
anyone can witness, H.M. Bill Clinton would be the man to de facto
rule America until his demise.
Such a scenario is PROHIBITED, not by the Law against
Perpetuities, but by THE SUPREME LAW OF THE UNIVERSE,
THE LAW OF NUMBER.
In the Uranian Cycle that has begun on 4th of July 2016, America cannot
be subjected to the FINAL FORCE (16) of the Cycle. The New Cycle
must be inaugurated by the Force 9 (DIVINE LOVE) which is the Face
of Donald’s progressed URANUS and which has led him to conquer the
hearts of so many millions of Americans.
The installation of the Donald and Melania Trump couple, a GENDER
BALANCED couple and a new, NOT RECYCLED one prevents the 88
sequence from manifesting, and ensures CONTINUITY THROUGH
CHANGE. At the opposite pole, all efforts to the RESTAURATION of
Bill Clinton are doomed to fail. The more his partisans persist in these
efforts, the greater the ensuing catastrophe.
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Bill Clinton was a strong, Jupiterian, plethoric man (often defined as
oversexed) while Hillary Clinton at his side embodied the feeble,
vulnerable, and eventually humiliated female partner. By contrast
Michelle Obama fully expressed the seductive sexual power of the
black female whose prominent curves and voluptuous features are
plethoric on the feminine side, symmetrically reflexive of Bill
Clinton’s, while her male partner Barack Obama, as the symmetrical
reflexion of Hillary Clinton, was by no means a strong masculine
presence. This eventually translated into his anaemic and ineffective
exercise of power during his presidency, and the destructive effect of
the “undistinguished space of woman’s will” channelled through him
by First Lady Michelle Obama.
Let us pause for a moment and remember how the Black Female power
was instrumented by the Obama Administration (it happened in New
York) to topple down Dominique Strauss Kahn from the leadership of
the IMF where he was “duly” replaced by a woman – Christine Lagarde.
Unlike Michelle Obama, and much like Hillary Clinton, Lagarde is
arrogant and vindictive against men on account of her perceived unfair
treatment by male employers or partners in her past. She does not
embody female power, on the contrary she is a powerless frustrated
female who wants to usurp male power. And so she did, DSK ended up
in disgrace for having succumbed to the charms of the Black Female
Goddess figure embodied by a NY hotel maid.
The same “punch in the balls” scheme that proved so successful in
overthrowing DSK was recently implemented against Donald J. Trump,
and while it was made to look as if it crippled his chances to win the
Presidency, it clearly failed to cast him down. There was no actual
scenario that could be enacted, and, unlike DSK, Donald did not
succumb to any fascination by the Black Woman figure. So it all boiled
down to lurid innuendoes and imaginative crap – not enough “meat” to
cause irreparable damage.
In either case, Christine Lagarde same as Hillary Clinton lacks female
force and seeks to compensate with male force so she ends up being
manipulated by her male advisors, companions and so forth.
In-between the Clintons and the Obamas, the Bush couple was a
classical paradigm of a strong, determined man joined with a beautiful,
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graceful and intelligent woman. This same paradigm would be
RENEWED by the accession of the Donald Trump – Melania Trump
couple which is a BALANCED couple.
The driving force behind the Obama presidency, as has lately and
clearly emerged in the attempt to recycle the above 24-year scheme by
getting Hillary and Bill Clinton back into the White House, was
Michelle Obama embodying the power of darkness, “the Night that
never finds the day.” On the World stage, the occult exercise of this
power has led to the appearance of formless “terror” which various
voices in the media and in politics have fallaciously identified with a
group of “outlaws” which they baptized “ISIS” – the name of the
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supreme Egyptian Goddess which is also
the day and month when
this year’s upcoming American Election is held.
Elsewhere I have pointed out how the degradation and abuse of the holy
name “ISIS” is prejudicial to those who knowingly apply it to the human
realm, and also how the power of the Holy Names “ISIS” and “IHVH”
is interconnected. IHVH vs. ISIS, in the minds of the ignorant, is a way
of restating the Biblical conflict of Israel vs. Egypt described in the Book
of the Exodus. What these people ignore is that Israel has now reached
THE END of its VENUS-MERCURY (Promised Land) Cycle and has
just entered its MERCURY-MOON (Judgment) Cycle. Instead of
seeking to RECYCLE rather than repeat the history of the Exodus,
those who use the denomination ISIS ought to be mindful of the
FUNDAMENTAL REALITY underlying the Sacred Name – it is the
Name of the Mother of GOD, GOD Almighty, seen as “ISIS” and a
Celestial Mother by the Egyptians, and as “IHVH” and Celestial Father
by the Jews. Yet GOD is ONE, and a Name of GOD is a Name of GOD.
In conclusion, the Obamas like the symbiots of StarGate, the
Annunakis, etc. are seeking to ensure their continuity beyond the limit
of the First (STARS) Cycle of American history by transferring their
power to the Clinton couple and bringing the same from the PAST onto
the other side of the mirror (the FUTURE) thus fuelling confusion
between THE END and THE BEGINNING, and striving to literally
BRING TIME TO A STOP. Their strategy would be to shadow-rule
America with Barack Obama gradually depleting older Bill Clinton of
his sexual plethora, and Michelle Obama casting her excess of feminine
plethora on Hillary Clinton so both could some day soon re-emerge as
the Balanced and Divine Royal Pair emblematic for New America, at a
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time when its people would be so crushed and brainwashed that no one
would dare question their LEGITIMACY any longer.
On the other hand, Donald and Melania Trump are new figures of a
New Cycle that is due to begin with DYNAMIC BALANCE such as their
male-female (II) union shows rather than STATIC BALANCE or
symmetry which the Clinton-Obama (88) blending stands for.
11. 8. 2016 is reduced to 11 8 9 and further on to 11 17 the exact
ESSENTIAL FORCES OF CREATION marked by the astrological
position of Donald Trump’s natal Sun which we analysed elsewhere.
Together 11, 17 and 47 form the Triple Pentagram (555) of the FORCE
OF ASYMMETRY 47 (4th of July) which defines AMERICA since its
birth.
Throughout the Presidential Race, Donald Trump has demonstrated an
advanced MASTERY of the Essential Forces that shape his Destiny and
that of his Nation.
Therefore, the TWO (II) Donald and Melania Trump cannot be
stopped, cannot be defeated by the alliance of TWO TIMES TWO (X)
(Hillary and Bill Clinton, Barack and Michelle Obama).
II (11)
(The Sword of Judgment Mirror of Asymmetrical Reflexion)
X (10)
(The Broken Mirror of spilled quicksilver that can’t endure)
11 comes after 10, and so SUCCESSORY LEGITIMACY in every sense
belongs to the Trump couple.
THE ALMIGHTY MOTHER OF GOD BLESSES THOSE WHO
RESPECT HER LAW, THE LAW OF NUMBER, AND THROUGH
THAT SAME LAW INFLICTS PUNISHMENT ON ALL
TRANSGRESSORS.
“AS ABOVE SO BELOW”
YET
WHAT IS ABOVE IS NOT THE “SAME THING” AS THAT WHICH
EXISTS BELOW
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The installation of a woman as 45th American President (45 being the
ESSENTIAL FORCE corresponding to the SUN SPHERE) would mean to
allow a mirror of Symmetrical Reflexion to stand in front of THE FACE
OF THE MOTHER OF GOD making that what is below is SAME THING
as that which is above. This, in the wake of using such names as
“Facebook” and “Google” to build the Mirror, is the ultimate offense that
Mankind can ever think of bringing to their MAKER, and one which, for
Humanity’s own sake, GOD NEVER ALLOWS.
.A.MEN
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